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Multiporphyrins1 are particularly attractive for studying
photoinduced long-range electron transfer and modeling of the
photosynthetic reaction center. The vast majority of the systems
described until now dispose porphyrins in a desired spacial
arrangement by linking them covalently. Clearly, a modular
approach to noncovalent assembly is appealing, since it should
reduce synthetic work and allow the rapid construction of
relatively elaborate multicomponent structures from a collection
of simple modules. Recent examples of noncovalently linked
systems incorporating two or more porphyrins include those
based on the formation of hydrogen bonds,2,3 as well as
coordination of porphyrin-carrying ligands to metal ions.4 To
the best of our knowledge, the only system containing two
different porphyrin nuclei reported in this latter group is
constructed around a substitutionally inert ruthenium(II) core
complex.5

Here, we describe an alternative principle for building
multiporphyrinic assemblies. It is based on a transition-metal-
directed threading reaction involving a two-chelate molecular
string and two coordinating ringsseach bearing a porphyrin as
a pendant groupswhich thread and reside on the string by virtue
of complexation to copper(I) ions, a strategy depicted schemati-
cally in Figure 1. It is reminiscent of the approach used to
construct catenanes,6 rotaxanes,7 and related threaded systems.8,9

The threaded situation of Figure 1 is the only one which permits
full coordination of the metal ions, i.e., binding of two chelates
per metal ion, at the stoichiometry illustrated.8

The compounds we used as modules (Figure 2) are the three
stringlike molecules10,11 1-3 and a macrocycle bearing an

appended porphyrin, with either zinc(II) (4) or gold(III) (5+)
coordinated at its center.12 The prototypical threaded systems
62+-82+ (Figure 2) were prepared according to the schematic
route in Figure 1. The stringlike molecules (0.5 equiv in CH2-
Cl2) were added to the copper(I) complex of the macrocycle4
(in MeCN/CH2Cl2) at room temperature under argon. The
products were purified by flash column chromatography. The
efficacy of the threading process is very sensitive to the nature
of the linking unit between the two chelates in the stringlike
molecule. The isolated yield of62+ was only 6% (the bischelate
1 prefers to scavenge the copper(I) ion from the macrocycle to
form a complex of 1:1 stoichiometry), while72+ was isolated
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Figure 1. The construction principle. The string consists of two chelates
(thick line) connected by a linker X. The terminus functions Y have to
be small enough to pass through the ring in order for the string to
thread the two porphyrin-appended cycles. The gathering and threading
process is governed by coordination of the four chelating units of the
system to the two metal centers (white circle).

Figure 2. The compounds used as the molecular strings and rings
and the prototypical homoporphyrin threaded systems62+-82+ derived
from 4. The anions are PF6- in every case.
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in 60% yield. In the latter, the threading process competes with
the formation of an extremely stable dinuclear double helix
formed between copper(I) and2.11 By contrast, when the
copper(I) complex of4 is combined with 0.5 equiv of3, an
almost quantitative yield of82+ was isolated.
All the threaded systems, which have masses ranging from

4133 to 4227 amu, were unambiguously characterized using
electrospray (ES) mass spectrometry and1H NMR and UV-
vis spectroscopies. The1H NMR spectra of62+-82+ all show
a 2:1 ring:thread stoichiometry and are characteristic of copper-
(I) complexes of this type.8 It is noteworthy that although the
two porphyrins are gathered by threading onto the strings, no
significant interaction between the two can be detected by
comparisons of the1H NMR and UV-vis spectra of4 with
those of62+-82+.
Our aim of constructing systems capable of exhibiting long-

range electron transfer requires the linking of two different
chromophores. Zinc(II) porphyrin is an electron donor in its
excited state, while a gold(III) porphyrin is a good electron
acceptor, such that their combination is well suited for the study
of electron transfer processes.7 Since the threading process for
string 3 is extremely efficient, we attempted the assembly of
the heteroporphyrinic93+ (Figure 3). The macrocycles4 and
5+ (1:1 in CH2Cl2), incorporating zinc(II) and gold(III) por-
phyrins, respectively, were combined with enough Cu(MeCN)4PF6
(in MeCN) for every ring, and the molecular thread3was added
in CH2Cl2 solution. A1H NMR spectrum of the crude product
indicated that the macrocycles had been threaded quantitatively
onto the string, affording the two homoporphyrinic systems82+

and104+ and the desired heteroporphyrinic complex93+, in the
expected 1:1:2 statistical ratio. The three complexes were
separated by flash column chromatography (SiO2, CH2Cl2/
MeOH eluent) and were isolated in yields of 20, 10, and 8%
for 82+, 104+, and93+, respectively.13

The composition of93+ was confirmed by ESMS, one- and
two-dimensional1H NMR spectroscopy, and UV-vis spectros-

copy. The1H NMR spectrum of93+ showed a 1:1 ratio of
zinc(II) : gold(III) porphyrins (whose proton resonances are at
similar positions to those observed in the free macrocycles),
and several signals which are unique to the1H NMR spectrum
of 93+ when compared with those of82+ and104+. The UV-
vis spectrum of the complex has absorbances resulting from
the summation of those of the component parts, again indicating
essentially no interaction between the porphyrinic modules. A
remarkable feature of this heteroporphyrinic system is its kinetic
stability. The threaded complex93+ can be chromatographed
(SiO2, CH2Cl2/MeOH) without exchange of its modules, and
does not detectably “scramble” to either82+ and 104+ when
kept in CD2Cl2 solution at room temperature for 24 h.
In summary, we have proved that the modular string-and-

rings approach is a viable one for constructing multiporphyrinic
assemblies incorporating electron donor and acceptor chro-
mophores between which there is no covalent link. In addition,
once isolated, the complexes appear to exhibit relative kinetic
stability, an observation that bodes well for the use of these
and similar systems for the study of long-range electron transfer
processes.
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(13) The poor isolated yields for104+ and93+ reflect the difficulty in
separating these two complexes, which are nonetheless relatively stable
during chromatography.

Figure 3. The threading of two different porphyrin rings onto a molecular string to generate the heteroporphyrinic complex93+. The anions are
PF6- in every case.
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